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Welcome  

Welcome to the Technology Law and Public Policy Clinic (“Clinic”). I hope you will 

find clinical class time and project work educational and enjoyable. This is a novel 

experience which I hope will mirror how public policy is formed in the “real” world. 

Know that this Clinic is one where you shall get as much out of it as you put in, keep in 

mind, I always want to hear your questions, ideas, comments and suggestions.   

 

Here’s How to Contact Me  

Telephone: 206-616-4481 (Office); 206-661-6293 (Cellular); E-Mail:  covinw@uw.edu; 

Office: Room 242, William H. Gates Hall Support: Harold Daniels, 543-3434 

 

What Does the Clinic Do? What Will We Do This Year? 

The Clinic makes public policy recommendations to legislative bodies and non-

governmental organizations. This year’s aim is to generate materials which are of use to 

the Seattle City Council, the Washington State Legislature (Legislature) and the Uniform 

Law Commission, among others. I have listed below a number of projects some of which 

are confirmed and others I am calling potential, i.e., based on student interest we may or 

may not explore. The “confirmed” and “potential” projects are: 

 Assisting the Washington State Office of Privacy and Data Protection in 

discharging its duties (confirmed);  

 Working with the Uniform Law Commission in developing a law to allow the use 

of autonomous vehicles on public roads (confirmed);  

 Exploring the use of Internet voting and determining, what, if any, legislation is 

needed to protect the integrity of the balloting process  (potential); 

 Studying recently issued court opinions and providing direction to municipalities 

about the continued collection of right-of-way based franchise fees (potential); 

 Participation in the Manfred-Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition 

(potential);    

 Determining whether Internet access should be treated similar to utility access  

with subsidies provided to those who cannot  afford such access (potential);   

 American Civil Liberties Union sponsored projects to be described in our October 

10
th

 class session (potential); and  

 I am willing to entertain student suggested projects.   

 

Who are our Project Coaches and What do they do? 

Project coaches are subject matter experts who have volunteered to work directly with 

students on a particular task. At times project coaches and their teams shall meet at the 

same time as the Clinic but in a separate place. Mr. Alex Alben, Washington State’s 

Chief Privacy Officer, wishes to build on the work performed by last year’s clinicians 

through generating regulations for state agencies. Mr. Alben will be “coaching” the 

privacy rights team.   
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The Chicago based Uniform Law Commission worked with this Clinic in 2014; we 

jointly produced a model law on the public testing of autonomous vehicles. This year we 

shall explore broader legislation designed to license the public use of these vehicles. Mr. 

Steve Marshall of the Center for Alternative Transportation and Energy Solutions has 

agreed to work with the students developing laws on autonomous vehicles. Special Note-

I may expand the scope of what we do in the autonomous vehicles space to include 

proposing legislation to the State of Washington and/or the City of Seattle.   

 

What Must We Produce? 

No one has told us what to produce and there are few other law school clinics in the 

country which have taken on work like ours. Based on conversations with key legislators, 

talks with subject matter experts and the experiences of past Clinics, I believe we must:  

 Generate concise reports for legislators and more significant and comprehensive 

informational pieces for legislative staff; 

 Draft and arrange for the introduction of legislation in those areas where the 

passage of law is the best and most practical device for enacting our policy 

recommendations; 

 Support and possibly assist in crafting legislation when asked by “allied” 

organizations such as the Washington State branch of the American Civil 

Liberties Union and Washington State’s Privacy Office; 

 Arrange presentations in which we share our findings and receive feedback from a 

“jury” of subject matter experts; 

 Organize workshops for legislators at which we will present our reports; and  

 Upon request, complete any tasks assigned by the City Council, state legislature 

or other policy making entities.  

 

How Do We Go About Producing What Is Needed? 

There are no agreed upon methods for crafting public policy. What appears below is based 

on: past Clinic experiences, suggestions from legislators and input from stakeholders.  The 

outline below is suggested and may change based on unforeseen events, new inputs, student 

suggestions and/or legislative requests. Flexibility and imagination are essential ingredients 

for success in completing the tasks which have been or may be assigned to us or which we 

undertake on our own. 
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Here is a very general description of what we will do in the first part of the Fall Quarter: 

 Review articles and other background materials in order to gain a “working 

knowledge” of the subjects we choose to pursue;  

 Listen to elected officials describe the sorts of information they find useful; 

 Hear the thoughts of elected officials, businesspeople, government regulators, 

representatives of advocacy organizations and others on the topics we choose to 

pursue;  

 Divide the Clinic into three, four or possibly five policy making teams with each 

focusing on one of the topics we collectively agree to pursue during the fall 

academic quarter;  

 Generate recommendations and written products containing our thoughts on how 

the Seattle City Council, Washington State Legislature and other bodies can best 

handle the issues the Clinic has examined; and  

 In addition we will spend time discussing the workings of legislative bodies, other 

policy making mechanisms and, where relevant, “news” from the world of high 

tech.  

 

What Will Be Expected Of Me As A Clinic Student In Academic Year 2016-2017? 

I expect each student in the Clinic to complete the work described below.  

1. Review the materials I dispatch, complete assignments and decide early in the fall 

quarter (by October 12
th

?) on a topic to explore. The class will be divided into 

teams each of which will collectively decide on and complete those tasks required 

to bring about an agreed upon policy or policies;  

2. Work with your chosen team, determine and then draft materials which will be of 

use to government officials; this requires completing technical and substantive 

tasks: 

a. Technical tasks are those a team must engage in to make their 

report ready for legislative presentation and includes: i) 

standardizing format, structure, definitions, etc.; ii) completing  

citation and source checks; iii) checking footnotes for accuracy; iv) 

incorporating  relevant materials found in research; v) making use 

of graphics and other visuals to increase the readability of 

materials;  and v) taking any other steps needed to create a high 

quality document worthy of presentation to those in government; 

 

b. Substantive tasks require individual students to select an issue or 

issues to review, speedily learn as much as possible re that issue, 

craft a position; refine and present it both in writing and through 

oral testimony before a panel of subject matter experts and 

subsequently (and if required) to elected officials. 
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3. Select and take responsibility for an issue or issues within whichever of the 

identified topics you find of interest by:  

 a. Engaging in investigation, team discussion, completing assigned 

 readings and conducting legal research; 

 b. Working with team members, myself, and others to develop a plan for 

 investigating and developing the chosen issue or issues; 

 c. Contacting stakeholders and engaging in legal and other research; 

 d. Composing and vetting proposed policies;  

 e. Determining whether to draft a bill or white paper in support of the 

 selected issue or issues; and  

 f. Incorporating the selected issue into the team’s final product.  

4. Working individually and with your team to post agreed upon materials on the 

course web site.  

5. Note-Clinic students are expected to engage in 30 hours of work per 

academic credit per quarter.  

 

What Will I Learn In The Clinic?  

The overall goal of the Clinic is to produce “lawyer-technologists,” i.e., those with a 

sophisticated understanding of policy making and whose knowledge will benefit their 

clients, employers, the policy making system and the public at large. The learning objectives 

I feel are necessary for crafting a “toolbox” of skills for the lawyer-technologist” include:  

 Knowledge of the diverse ways in which public policy is formed on the local, state 

and federal level; 

 An ability to extract useful information from diverse stakeholders and to weigh  that 

information in order to develop sound policy proposals; 

 Knowing how to develop legal and non-legal research methodologies which will 

speedily retrieve relevant information;  

 Being able to employ legal analysis and reasoning to determine the applicability and 

viability of existing or proposed laws;  

 Written communication skills, especially the capability to: 

 ○ succinctly explain complex matters to diverse audiences; 

 ○ clearly lay out proposed policy choices for elected officials; 

 ○ draft legislation; and 

 ○ advocate in a highly persuasive manner.  

 Oral advocacy skills, especially the ability to: 

 ○ extract information in a short time period from business persons,      

              government officials, citizens and others; 

 ○ effectively advocate for a particular policy or policies; and  

 ○ persuade elected officials and other decision makers to take a specific    

              course of action.  
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 Problem solving skills through learning how to best obtain policy goals by the 

enactment of legislation, crafting of administrative regulations, accessing the courts, 

use of executive orders and composing study papers or some combination of the 

preceding; and 

 The ability to set up, advertise and conduct a public hearing that provides an 

opportunity for diverse stakeholders and interested parties to assess and critique 

policy proposals.  

 

In addition to producing a product, you will learn about the many and diverse ways 

public policy can be created. Through readings, speakers and exercises the class will 

examine processes such as the actions of legislatures, administrative agency activities, 

litigation/judicial decision making, the initiative process, budget making, executive action 

and other methods of crafting policy. During the fall and subsequent quarters I plan to 

have us look at the strengths, weaknesses and operating methods of each process. My 

goal is to provide Clinic students with sufficient information to make quality decisions 

for future clients needing public policy guidance.   

 

What Other Learning Opportunities Shall I Have And When Shall I Have Them? 

While the first quarter shall primarily be dedicated to selected projects you will also have the 

opportunity to learn about: 

 Doctrinal laws applicable to governmental organizations and law making bodies;  

 Theories of policy making;  

 The social justice implications arising from the intersection of high technology and 

public policy; and  

 Ethical considerations governing the actions of those influencing or attempting to 

influence elected and non-elected government officials.  

I also plan to provide opportunities in the fall quarter for individual students to evaluate their 

own work. Mechanisms have also been put in place to allow students to demonstrate their 

presentation skills before public policy professionals. 

 

Requirements for Receiving a Passing Grade  

The Clinic is graded on a credit/no credit basis; students must do the following in order to 

receive a passing grade: 

1. Actively participate in all Clinic meetings;    

2. Successfully complete the work of identifying an issue or issues to work upon  

and craft a public policy proposal in the form of a bill, proposed regulation, white 

paper or some combination of these options;  

3. Support the selected issue or issues with statistical information and/or other data;  

4. Include policy options and, where relevant, critique existing law;  

5. Upon instructor request post relevant materials to the Clinic web site;  

6. Exchange thoughts with and critique the positions taken by other Clinic students;  
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7. Maintain and submit monthly time sheets; 

8. Prepare for stakeholder meetings by reading relevant materials and composing 

questions;  

9. Maintain a bibliography describing all materials read or reviewed for the Clinic; 

and 

10. Complete such other tasks as the Clinic instructor may require.  

 

 

What Books And Other Reference Materials Are Used By The Clinic? 

There is no text book for the Clinic. Students are expected to: 

 Read supplied foundational materials (primarily articles, publications, web site 

information and government reports); 

 Review laws and policies of Washington state;  

 Review laws and policies from other jurisdictions and nations;  

 Make use of relevant materials discovered while conducting research. 

 

When and Where Do We Meet? 
Clinic meetings are scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays from 3:30 until 5:20 in 

Room 217 William Gates Hall. The Clinic may make field trips to view technology, meet 

with elected officials or for other purposes. 

 

What about Our Work Station? 

Clinic students have been assigned a work station within Suite 265; this station includes 

file storage, computer access and a telephone. Rules and procedures regarding facilities 

use shall be discussed at one of our meetings in the first two weeks of the quarter.  

 

Academic Accommodations for Disabled Students 

If you are in need of academic accommodations due to a disability, please contact 

Disabled Student Services, 011 Mary Gates Hall, (206) 543-8924 (V/TTY) for assistance. 

If you already have a letter from Disabled Student Services indicating you have a 

disability requiring academic accommodations, please schedule an appointment with me 

to discuss the precise academic accommodations you will need for this class. 

 

Your Question 

If you have a question of any kind please contact me at your earliest convenience.  

 


